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INDONESIAN INFLUENCES IN
HAWAIIAN ART

With 1 plate and 3 Textfigures.

D 1

uring his stay in Java, the author was able to make a small
collection of sumatran textiles, the designs of which seem to

indicate a close relationship with the Pacific Region, especially the
Bismarck Archipelago and Polynesia. The object of the present paper
is to point out certain affinities, which seem to exist between indonesian
and Hawaiian art.

The sumatran textiles in question are quadratic, size generally
40 x 40 cm. They are mainly used to cover f oodvessels during religious
festivals, (selamatan's), and occur according to STEINMANN (1946,
p. 1888) only in a limited region around Kroe, a small town on the
Westcoast of South Sumatra, not far from Java. Formerly they surely
had a somewhat wider distribution. They are woven and show, in some
cases stylized, in others realistic, ships, trees, birds, animals and even
human figures. This is somewhat exceptional as the population is now
Mohammedan, converted about 100 years ago, causing the old art to
disappear. It seems that only in these textiles some of the old tradition
has survived.

Among the human figures are some which stand alone or in neat
little huts and clearly represent idols of which now nothing is known.
The square fierce heads with open mouth (pi. I, figs. 1 en 2) have
always reminded me of the kukailimoku-heads of Hawaii, and that this
impression has some foundation is indicated by another figure of this
type, this time with a helmet on his head (pi. 1, fig. 3), which is
practically identical with the famous feather helmets from Hawaii,
mahiole. The figure just mentioned is standing in a frame, clearly
indicating a little hut with notched poles; the whole scene is placed in
the interior of a magnificent crocodile design. As, according to indo-
nesian belief, the ancester often comes back as a crocodile, this figure
clearly represents an ancestor. Similar representations we find in tex-
tile designs from Mindanao in the Southern Philippines — vide
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FAY-COOPER COLE 1913, fig. 55 A, p. 197 — which, a little too
simplistic, has been interpreted as "man eaten by crocodile". This
indicates that belief and design go back to the oldest indonesian
migration, or, as we might say, to the Proto-Malay.

Similar representations we find as woodcarvings on the Island of
Nias off Sumatra; the crocodile in connection with ancestors plays an
important part in the art of the Sepik, New Guinea. In New Zealand
the crocodile seems to be replaced by a lizard, also perhaps on Easter
Island. But coming back to our textile design, we see a human figure
standing erect, hands stretched down, mouth fiercly open. From the
eye downward in diagonal direction a line is indicated, which runs
parallel to the contours of the head and ends under the mouth. By this
line perhaps large cheeks are indicated. On the head the figure has a
kind of helmet on which we recognize four props, the two central ones
supporting an elevated arc. Wheter this arc is toped by a sharp point, is
difficult to say, as the whole figure is standing in a little hut with
notched poles, which has three or (more probably, including the
triangular point on top of the figure) four roofs. A multitude of roofs
is typical for certain indonesian buildings.

We have already remarked that the helmet gives a perfect impression
of a Hawaiian mahiole, although among the hawaiian helmets known
to me there is none which would agree to the figured specimen in all
details. But there is more hawaiian: if we compare the design on our
sumatran textile with certain hawaiian awma&K<z-figures (pi. 1, fig. 4),
then the resemblance with the latter is astonishing. The position of the
body is the same, the same open mouth, the cheeks downwards pro-
longed. On the head we recognize a stupid multitude of triangular hats,
which clearly is derived from the roofs of our sumatran hut including
the four poles, and even the notching of the latter is indicated in the
ornamentation of the head, especially in the hanging cheeks.

In the British Museum, Mr. H. G. BRAUNHOLTZ and Mr. K. A.
WEBSTER have kindly drawn my attention to one of the large hawaiian
idols in this collection, where, seen from the back, our indonesian hut
is completely recognizable: the vertically drawn out cheeks, reaching
the ground, show the notching of the original poles, while the multitude
of roofs has been transformed into a typical hairdress. The only diffe-
rence with our sumatran design, which is not a principal one, is, that
the figure in this case is seen from the back instead of in profile.

As the headdress of the hawaiian figure is clearly a misunderstanding,
the sumatran design must be the prototype. One gets the impression
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that the hawaiian sculpture is a tri-dimensional misinterpretation of a
two-dimensional picture; this would indicate that the (sumatran) design
on textile or more probably mats, reached Hawaii (or were taken to
Hawaii) rather than the original carvings from which the design has
been derived.

By the way there is close resemblance in the artistic representation
of human figures between Hawaii and the Island of Engano; the latter
is close to Kroe off the coast of Sumatra.

What is the meaning of this indonesian influence in hawaiian art?
This brings us to another point: the original home of the Polynesians
in Asia before they settled down in the Eastern Pacific. Malaya and
Indonesia are mentioned in this connection by several authors. As far
as I know Sumatra in particular is mentioned by nobody, but Java is.
According to PERCY SMITH (1910) the route of migration went from
India via Malakka, Java, Celebes to Halmahera and further East; in the
"Handbook to the Ethnographical Collections of the British Museum"
(1925) we find, that the Polynesians "made their way to Java, and
after a halt" proceded in eastward direction; and HOWELL is of
opinion, that the names for Java and Hawaii are linguistically identical
(1946, p. 283). ! '

There is therefore reason to suppose that the tradition of the hawaiian
helmets and aumaknu-ligures go back to the period, that the Polynesians
where still inhabitants of Asia rather than to suppose a late indonesian
influence. It might be added, that according to FOENANDER and PERCY

SMITH the first settlement in Hawaii can be dated by means of genea-
logical tradition as late as 450 A.D.

II.

Relations between Indonesia and Hawaii, two places so widely sepa-
rated, could hardly be accepted, if we could not find traces in the region
in between. Now this is really the case: this region is New Ireland.

As I have tried to show in another paper, the art of New Ireland is
— as already suspected by LINTON and SPEISER — derived from
Indonesia. On embroideries also from the Kroe district, Sumatra, we
recognize the typical malangan; the totok-pole is derived from indone-
sian figures, placed between the ships and like these reflected in the
water; the uli-iiguves of the most primtive type bear a close resem-
blance in composition to the figures on plate 1, figs. 1—3. They have
a crest on the head, and that the adornment on the head is not so
complicated as in our hawaiian figures is due to the fact, that these
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figures are still placed in separate little huts (KRAEMER fig. 12). In spite
of this, however, in some cases on the figure itself, remains of the
notched poles of the hut are recognisable (VON KOENIGSWALD, pi. II, fig. 3).
The polychromy of the art of New Ireland, which is something quite
exceptional and alien to woodcarving — some pieces are painted over
the whole surface with little geometrical ornaments —, is clearly derived
from our indonesian embroidery, e.g. fine mats.

Till now we have not mentioned the tatanua-masks of New Ireland
— the german "Raupenhelme" — which are comparable with hawaiian
feather helmets.

SUMATRA HAWAII

Fig. 1. Long feathers as headdress.
Human figure (warrior?), decorated with long feathers; embroidery from Kroe
District, Southern Sumatra. Head of hawaiian figure, woodcarving. (After VON

SYDOW 1926, fig. 12). — Drawing P. MARKS.

On kettle-drums and sumatran textiles we often find represen-
tations of man, most probably warriors, decorated with long feathers
(fig. 1). These must be the long feathers of peaccocks of pheasants as
they are still in use among the Nagas of Assam and Dayaks of Borneo.
A recollection of this are probably some representations in woodcarvings
from Hawaii, fig. 1. (After VAN SYDOW 1926, fig. 12). But penetrating
into regions with different birds with mainly short feathers, and clinging
to the old tradition, a similar headdress developed, now composed of
many short feathers, which had to be supported and developed into a
helmet with a crest.

The prototype of this might be found already in the indonesian region
in certain Javanese and balinese headdresses, used in the wajang perfor-
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mances, in which the original form is obscured by golden ornaments
and other decorations along the brim. These headdresses sometimes
have in front a small bird's head to indicate the old idea of the bird,
and the wings are transformed into large ornaments put behind the ears.

NEW IRELAND HAWAII

Fig. 2. Parallel development of headdresses in Hawaii and New Ireland.
1-3 New Ireland. Tatanua-masks of different types.

4-6 Hawaii. 4 & 5 featherhelmets, mahiole, and 6 kukailimoku-head. (After
KRAEMER VON SYDOW, British Museum Guide and own photographs). —

Drawings P. MARKS.
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If we look closer at the New Ireland totowwa-helmets, they show,
also in their variation, a close resemblance to the hawaiian feather
helmet. There are only small differences, due to the material — New
Ireland wood and plant fibres, Hawaii fine basket work and feathers —
and that to the helmets of New Ireland as mask has been attached.

The most simple type is shown in fig. 2, 1 and 4. More elaborate
is the next type, 2 and 5, where the crest is supported by spikes; one
will immediately note the resemblance to the helmet worn by our
sumatran figure pi. I, fig. 3. Even the crescent shaped eye, which with
little support, in an artistically admirable way, is set in the face of
certain hawaiian kukailimoku-heads (fig. 2, 6), has its counterpart in
the modelling of the eyes in certain New Ireland tatanua-masks (fig. 2,3).

HAWAII SOLOMON IS

Fig. 3. Bird designs.
From feathercloak ahuula, Hawaii, and design from Solomon Islands. (After
OLDMAN 1943, pi. 118 and TICHELMAN & SCHUSTER 1939). — Drawing P. MARX.

A, M- or W-shaped design drived from the silhouette of a bird and
which in connection with headhunting often used in Indonesia and
Melanesia (SCHUSTER and TICHELMAN), also occurs in Hawaii. It is
here demonstrated on a feather cloak, ahuula (after: Catalogue of the
Oldman collection, pi. 118), in figure 3, together with a similar design
from the Solomon Islands.

III.

In this (and a foregoing) paper, the author has tried to show the
relationship which exists between Indonesian and Oceanic art, being
evidence of a close connection between this two regions. In our
hawaiian case the deviation from the original conception is greater the
farther we come to the East, a proof of the wellknown West-East
trend of the pacific migrations. The curious headdress of the hawaiian
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